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Abstract The batched greedy strategy is an approximation algorithm to
maximize a set function subject to a matroid constraint. Starting with the
empty set, the batched greedy strategy iteratively adds to the current solution
set a batch of elements that results in the largest gain in the objective function
while satisfying the matroid constraints. In this paper, we develop bounds on
the performance of the batched greedy strategy relative to the optimal strat-
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egy in terms of a parameter called the total batched curvature. We show that
when the objective function is a polymatroid set function, the batched greedy
strategy satisfies a harmonic bound for a general matroid constraint and an
exponential bound for a uniform matroid constraint, both in terms of the total
batched curvature. We also study the behavior of the bounds as functions of
the batch size. Specifically, we prove that the harmonic bound for a general
matroid is nondecreasing in the batch size and the exponential bound for a
uniform matroid is nondecreasing in the batch size under the condition that
the batch size divides the rank of the uniform matroid. Finally, we illustrate
our results by considering a task scheduling problem and an adaptive sensing
problem.
Keywords Curvature · Greedy · Matroid · Polymatroid · Submodular
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000) 90C27 · 90C59
1 Introduction
A variety of combinatorial optimization problems such as generalized assign-
ment (see, e.g., [1–5]), welfare maximization (see, e.g., [6–8]), maximum cover-
age (see, e.g., [9–11]), maximal covering location (see, e.g., [12–15]), and sensor
placement (see, e.g., [16–19]) can be formulated as a problem of maximizing
a set function subject to a matroid constraint. More precisely, the objective
function maps the power set of a ground set to real numbers, and the con-
straint is that any feasible set is from a non-empty collection of subsets of the
ground set satisfying matroid constraints.
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Finding the optimal solution to the problem above in general is NP-hard.
The greedy strategy provides a computationally feasible approach, which starts
with the empty set, and then iteratively adds to the current solution set one
element that results in the largest gain in the objective function, while sat-
isfying the matroid constraints. This scheme is a special case of the batched
greedy strategy with batch size equal to 1. For general batch size (greater than
1), the batched greedy strategy starts with the empty set but iteratively adds,
to the current solution set, a batch of elements with the largest gain in the
objective function under the constraints. A detailed definition of the batched
greedy strategy is given in Section 3.1.
The performance of the batched greedy strategy with batch size equal
to 1 has been extensively investigated in [20–25], which we will review in Sec-
tion 2.2. The performance of the batched greedy strategy for general batch size,
however, has received little attention, notable exceptions being Nemhauser
et al. [20] and Hausmann et al. [22], which we will review in Section 2.2.
Although Nemhauser et al. [20] and Hausmann et al. [22] investigated the per-
formance of the batched greedy strategy, they only considered uniform matroid
constraints and independence system constraints, respectively. This prompts
us to investigate the performance of the batched strategy more comprehen-
sively. In particular, it is of interest to extend the notion of total curvature to
the batched case.
Our main contribution is that we derive bounds in terms of the total
batched curvature for the performance of the batched greedy strategy under
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general matroid and uniform matroid constraints. We also study the behavior
of the bounds as functions of the batch size, by comparing the values of the
total batched curvature for different batch sizes and investigating the mono-
toneity of the bounds. It is not our claim that we are proposing a new algorithm
(the batched greedy strategy) or even that we are advocating the use of such
an algorithm. Our contribution is to provide bounds on the performance of the
batched greedy strategy, which we consider to be a rather natural extension
of the greedy strategy. As we argue below and as the reader can see in the
remainder of this paper, going from the case of batch size equal to 1 to the
general case (batch size greater than 1) is highly nontrivial.
In [23], Conforti and Cornue´jols provided performance bounds for the
greedy strategy in terms of the total curvature under general matroid con-
straints and uniform matroid constraints. It might be tempting to think that
bounds for the batched case can be derived in a straightforward way from the
results of batch size equal to 1 by lifting, which is to treat each batch-sized set
of elements chosen by the batched greedy strategy as a single action, and then
appeal to the results for the case of batch size equal to 1. However, it turns
out that lifting does not work for a general batched greedy strategy (batch
size greater than 1) for the following two reasons. First, the collection of sets
created by satisfying the batched greedy strategy is not a matroid in general;
we will demonstrate this by an example in Appendix A. Second, the last step
of the batched greedy strategy may select elements with a number less than
the batch size, because the cardinality of the maximal set in the matroid may
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not be divisible by the batch size. For the cases considered in [26], lifting fails
to work for the first reason.
The batched greedy strategy requires an exponential number of evaluations
of the objective function if using exhaustive search. When the batch size is
equal to the cardinality of the maximal set in the matroid, the batched greedy
strategy coincides with the optimal strategy. It might be tempting to expect
that the batched strategy with batch size greater than 1 outperforms the usual
greedy strategy, albeit at the expense of increasing computational complexity.
Indeed, the Monte Carlo simulations performed in [27] for the maximum cov-
erage problem show that the batched greedy strategy with batch size greater
than 1 provides better approximation than the usual greedy strategy in many
cases. However, it is also evident from their simulation that this is not always
the case. In Appendix B, we provide two examples of the maximum coverage
problem where the usual greedy strategy performs better than the batched
greedy strategy with batch size 2.
In Section 2, we first introduce some definitions and review the previous
results. Then, we review Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 from [31], which we will use to
derive performance bounds for the batched greedy strategy under a uniform
matroid constraint. In Section 3, we define the total batched curvature and
then we provide a harmonic bound and an exponential bound for the batched
greedy strategy under a general matroid constraint and a uniform matroid
constraint, respectively, both in terms of the total batched curvature. When
the total batched curvature equals 1, the bound for a uniform matroid be-
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comes the bound in [20]. When the batch size equals 1, the bounds reduce
to the bounds derived in [23]. When the batch size divides the rank of the
uniform matroid, the bounds become the bounds in [26]. We also prove that
the batched curvature is nonincreasing in the batch size when the objective
function is a polymatroid set function. This implies that the larger the batch
size, the better the harmonic bound for a general matroid and when the batch
size divides the rank of the uniform matroid, the larger the batch size, the
better the exponential bound for a uniform matroid. In Section 4, we present
a task scheduling problem and an adaptive sensing problem to demonstrate
our results.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Polymatroid Set Functions and Curvature
The definitions and terminology in this paragraph are standard (see, e.g.,
[28–30]), but are included for completeness. Let X be a finite set, and I be a
non-empty collection of subsets of X. Given a pair (X, I), the collection I is
said to be hereditary iff it satisfies property i below and has the augmentation
property iff it satisfies property ii below:
i. For all B ∈ I, any set A ⊆ B is also in I.
ii. For any A,B ∈ I, if |B| > |A|, then there exists j ∈ B \ A such that
A ∪ {j} ∈ I.
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The pair (X, I) is called a matroid iff it satisfies both properties i and ii. The
pair (X, I) is called a uniform matroid iff I = {S ⊆ X : |S| ≤ K} for a given
K, called the rank of (X, I).
Let 2X denote the power set of X, and define a set function f : 2X −→ IR.
The set function f is said to be nondecreasing and submodular iff it satisfies
properties 1 and 2 below, respectively:
1. For any A ⊆ B ⊆ X, f(A) ≤ f(B).
2. For any A ⊆ B ⊆ X and j ∈ X \B, f(A∪{j})−f(A) ≥ f(B∪{j})−f(B).
A set function f : 2X −→ IR is called a polymatroid set function iff it is non-
decreasing, submodular, and f(∅) = 0, where ∅ denotes the empty set. The
submodularity in property 2 means that the additional value accruing from an
extra action decreases as the size of the input set increases, and is also called
the diminishing-return property in economics. Submodularity implies that for
any A ⊆ B ⊆ X and T ⊆ X \B,
f(A ∪ T )− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ T )− f(B). (1)
For convenience, we denote the incremental value of adding a set T to the set
A ⊆ X as %T (A) = f(A ∪ T )− f(A) (following the notation of [23]).
The total curvature of a set function f is defined as [23]
c := max
j∈X∗
{
1− %j(X \ {j})
%j(∅)
}
,
where X∗ = {j ∈ X : %j(∅) 6= 0}. Note that 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 when f is a polymatroid
set function, and c = 0 if and only if f is additive, i.e., for any set A ⊆ X,
f(A) =
∑
i∈A f({i}). When c = 0, it is easy to check that the greedy strategy
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coincides with the optimal strategy. So in the rest of the paper, when we
assume that f is a polymatroid set function, we only consider c ∈]0, 1].
2.2 Review of Previous Work
Before we review the previous work, we formulate the optimization problem
formally as follows:
maximize f(M), subject to M ∈ I, (2)
where I is a non-empty collection of subsets of a finite set X, and f is a
real-valued set function defined on the power set 2X of X.
For convenience, in the rest of the paper we will use k-batch greedy strategy
to denote the batched greedy strategy with batch size k. So, the 1-batch greedy
strategy denotes the usual greedy strategy.
Nemhauser et al. [20,21] proved that, when f is a polymatroid set function,
the 1-batch greedy strategy yields a 1/2-approximation1 for a general matroid
and a (1−e−1)-approximation for a uniform matroid. By introducing the total
curvature c, Conforti and Cornue´jols [23] showed that, when f is a polymatroid
set function, the 1-batch greedy strategy achieves a 1/(1+c)-approximation for
a general matroid and a (1−e−c)/c-approximation for a uniform matroid. For
a polymatroid set function f , the total curvature c takes values on the interval
]0, 1]. In this case, we have 1/(1 + c) ≥ 1/2 and (1− e−c)/c ≥ (1− e−1), which
implies that the bounds 1/(1+c) and (1−e−c)/c are stronger than the bounds
1 The term β-approximation means that f(G)/f(O) ≥ β, where G and O denote a greedy
solution and an optimal solution, respectively.
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1/2 and (1 − e−1) in [21] and [20], respectively. Vondra´k [24] proved that,
when f is a polymatroid set function, the continuous greedy strategy gives a
(1− e−c)/c-approximation for any matroid. Sviridenko et al. [25] proved that,
when f is a polymatroid set function, a modified continuous greedy strategy
gives a (1− ce−1)-approximation for any matroid, the first improvement over
the greedy (1− e−c)/c-approximation of Conforti and Cornue´jols from [23].
Nemhauser et al. [20] proved that, when f is a polymatroid set function and
(X, I) is a uniform matroid of rank K = kl+m (l and m are nonnegative inte-
gers and 0 < m ≤ k), the k-batch greedy strategy achieves a γ-approximation,
where γ = (1 − (1 − mk(l+1) )(1 − 1l+1 )l). Hausmann et al. [22] showed that,
when f is a polymatroid set function and (X, I) is an independence system,
the k-batch greedy strategy achieves a q(X, I)-approximation, where q(X, I)
is the rank quotient defined in [22].
2.3 Performance Bounds in Terms of Total Curvature
In this section, we review two theorems from [23], which bound the perfor-
mance of the 1-batch greedy strategy using the total curvature c for general
matroid constraints and uniform matroid constraints. These bounds are special
cases of the bounds we derive in Section 3.2 for k = 1.
We first define optimal and greedy solutions for problem (2) as follows:
Optimal solution: Consider problem (2) of finding a set that maximizes f
under the constraint M ∈ I. We call a solution of this problem an optimal
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solution and denote it by O, i.e.,
O ∈ argmax
M∈I
f(M),
where argmax denotes the set of actions that maximize f(·).
1-batch greedy solution: A set G = {g1, g2, . . . , gk} is called a 1-batch greedy
solution if
g1 ∈ argmax
g∈X
f({g}),
and for i = 2, . . . , k,
gi ∈ argmax
g∈X
f({g1, g2, . . . , gi−1, g}).
Theorem 2.1 [23] Let (X, I) be a matroid and f : 2X −→ IR be a polyma-
troid set function with total curvature c. Then, any 1-batch greedy solution G
satisfies
f(G)
f(O)
≥ 1
1 + c
,
where O is any optimal solution to problem (2).
When f is a polymatroid set function, we have c ∈]0, 1], and therefore
1/(1 + c) ∈ [1/2, 1[. Theorem 2.1 applies to any matroid. This means that the
bound 1/(1 + c) holds for a uniform matroid too. Theorem 2.2 below provides
a tighter bound when (X, I) is a uniform matroid.
Theorem 2.2 [23] Let (X, I) be a uniform matroid of rank K. Further, let
f : 2X −→ IR be a polymatroid set function with total curvature c. Then, any
1-batch greedy solution G satisfies
f(G)
f(O)
≥ 1
c
(
1−
(
1− c
K
)K)
≥ 1
c
(
1− e−c) ,
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where O is any optimal solution to problem (2).
The function (1 − e−c)/c is a nonincreasing function of c, and therefore
(1− e−c)/c ∈ [1− e−1, 1[ when f is a polymatroid set function. Also it is easy
to check that (1−e−c)/c ≥ 1/(1+c) for c ∈]0, 1], which implies that the bound
(1− e−c)/c is stronger than the bound 1/(1 + c) in Theorem 2.1.
2.4 Properties of Submodular Functions
The following two lemmas from [31], stating some technical properties of sub-
modular functions, will be useful to derive performance bounds for the k-batch
greedy strategy under a uniform matroid constraint.
Lemma 2.1 [31] Let f : 2X −→ IR be a submodular set function. Given
A,B ⊆ X, let {M1, . . . ,Mr} be a collection of subsets of B \A such that each
element of B \A appears in exactly p of these subsets. Then,
r∑
i=1
%Mi(A) ≥ p%B(A).
Lemma 2.2 [31] Let f : 2X −→ IR be a submodular set function. Given
A′ ⊆ A ⊆ X, let {T1, . . . , Ts} be a collection of subsets of A\A′ such that each
element of A \A′ appears in exactly q of these subsets. Then,
s∑
i=1
%Ti(A \ Ti) ≤ q%A\A′(A′).
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3 Main Results
In this section, first we define the k-batch greedy strategy and the total k-
batch curvature ck that will be used for deriving harmonic and exponential
bounds. Then we derive performance bounds for the k-batch greedy strategy
in terms of ck under general matroid constraints and under uniform matroid
constraints. Moreover, we study the behavior of the bounds as functions of the
batch size k.
3.1 k-Batch Greedy Strategy
We write the cardinality of the maximal set in I as K = kl + m, where l,m
are nonnegative integers and 0 < m ≤ k. Note that m is not necessarily the
remainder of K/k, because m could be equal to k. This happens when k divides
K. The k-batch greedy strategy is as follows:
Step 1: Let S0 = ∅ and t = 0.
Step 2: Select Jt+1 ⊆ X \ St for which |Jt+1| = k, St ∪ Jt+1 ∈ I, and
f(St ∪ Jt+1) = max
J⊆X\St and |J|=k
f(St ∪ J);
then set St+1 = St ∪ Jt+1.
Step 3: If t+ 1 < l, set t = t+ 1, and repeat Step 2.
Step 4: If t+1 = l, select Jl+1 ⊆ X \Sl such that |Jl+1| = m, Sl∪Jl+1 ∈ I,
and
f(Sl ∪ Jl+1) = max
J⊆X\Sl and |J|=m
f(Sl ∪ J).
Step 5: Return the set S = Sl ∪ Jl+1 and terminate.
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Any set generated by the above procedure is called a k-batch greedy solu-
tion.
The difference between a k-batch greedy strategy for a general matroid
and that for a uniform matroid is that at each step t (0 ≤ t ≤ l), we have
to check whether Jt+1 ⊆ X \ St satisfies St ∪ Jt+1 ∈ I for a general matroid
while St ∪ Jt+1 ∈ I always holds for a uniform matroid.
3.2 Performance Bounds in Terms of Total k-Batch Curvature
Similar to the definition of the total curvature c in [23], we define the total
k-batch curvature ck for a given k as
ck := max
I∈Xˆ
{
1− %I(X \ I)
%I(∅)
}
, (3)
where Xˆ = {I ⊆ X : %I(∅) 6= 0 and |I| = k}.
The following proposition will be applied to derive our bounds in terms of
ck for both general matroid constraints and uniform matroid constraints.
Proposition 3.1 If f : 2X −→ IR is a submodular set function, A,B ⊆ X,
and {M1, . . . ,Mr} is a partition of B \A, then
f(A ∪B) ≤ f(A) +
∑
i:Mi⊆B\A
%Mi(A). (4)
Proof By the assumption that {M1, . . . ,Mr} is a partition of B \ A and by
submodularity (see inequality (1)), we have
f(A ∪B)− f(A) = f(A ∪
r⋃
j=1
Mj)− f(A)
=
r∑
i=1
%Mi(A ∪
i−1⋃
j=1
Mj) ≤
∑
i:Mi⊆B\A
%Mi(A),
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which implies inequality (4). uunionsq
The following proposition in terms of the total k-batch curvature ck will be
applied to derive our bounds under general matroid constraints.
Proposition 3.2 Let f : 2X −→ IR be a polymatroid set function. Given a
set B ⊆ X, a sequence of t (t > 0) sets Ai = ⋃ij=1 Ij with Ij ⊆ X and |Ij | = k
for 1 ≤ j ≤ t, and a partition {M1, . . . ,Mr} of B \At, we have
f(B) ≤ ck
∑
i:Ii⊆At\B
%Ii(A
i−1) +
∑
i:Ii⊆B∩At
%Ii(A
i−1) +
∑
i:Mi⊆B\At
%Mi(A
t). (5)
Proof By the definition of At, we write
f(At ∪B)− f(B) =
t∑
i=1
%Ii(B ∪Ai−1) =
∑
i:Ii⊆At\B
%Ii(B ∪Ai−1).
By submodularity (see inequality (1)), we have
%Ii(B ∪Ai−1) ≥ %Ii(X \ Ii) (6)
and
%Ii(∅) ≥ %Ii(Ai−1) (7)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. By the definition of the total k-batch curvature ck, we have
1− %Ii(X \ Ii)
%Ii(∅)
≤ ck
for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, which implies that
%Ii(X \ Ii) ≥ (1− ck)%Ii(∅).
Combining the above inequality with (6) and (7), we have
%Ii(B ∪Ai−1) ≥ %Ii(X \ Ii) ≥ (1− ck)%Ii(∅) ≥ (1− ck)%Ii(Ai−1)
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for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Using the above inequality, we have
f(At ∪B)− f(B) =
∑
i:Ii⊆At\B
%Ii(B ∪Ai−1)
≥ (1− ck)
∑
i:Ii⊆At\B
%Ii(A
i−1). (8)
By Proposition 3.1, we have
f(At ∪B) ≤ f(At) +
∑
i:Mi⊆B\At
%Mi(A
t). (9)
Combining inequalities (8) and (9) results in
f(B) ≤ f(At) +
∑
i:Mi⊆B\At
%Mi(A
t)− (1− ck)
∑
i:Ii⊆At\B
%Ii(A
i−1).
Substituting f(At) into the above inequality by the identity
f(At) =
∑
i:Ii⊆At\B
%Ii(A
i−1) +
∑
i:Ii⊆B∩At
%Ii(A
i−1),
we get inequality (5). uunionsq
Recall that in Section 3.1, we defined Ji as the set selected by the k-batch
greedy strategy at stage i and Si =
⋃i
j=1 Jj as the set selected by the k-batch
greedy strategy for the first i stages, where 1 ≤ i ≤ l+1, |Ji| = k for 1 ≤ i ≤ l,
|Jl+1| = m, and K = kl +m with l ≥ 0 and 0 < m ≤ k being integers. When
the pair (X, I) is a matroid, by the augmentation property of a matroid and
the previous assumption that the maximal cardinality of I is K, we have that
any optimal solution can be augmented to a set of length K. Assume that
O = {o1, . . . , oK} is an optimal solution to problem (2). Let S = Sl+1 be a
k-batch greedy solution. We now state and prove the following lemma, which
will be used to derive the harmonic bound for general matroid constraints in
Theorem 3.1.
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Lemma 3.1 Let S be a k-batch greedy solution and O = {o1, . . . , oK} be an
optimal solution. Then the following statements hold:
a. There exists a partition {J ′i}l+1i=1 of O with |J ′i | = k for 1 ≤ i ≤ l and
|J ′l+1| = m such that %J′i (Si−1) ≤ %Ji(Si−1). Furthermore, if J ′i ⊆ O ∩ S,
then J ′i = Ji.
b. If J ′i ⊆ O \ Sl for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, then Ji ⊆ Sl \O.
Proof We begin by proving a. First, we prove that there exists J ′l+1 ⊆ O \ Sl
such that Sl ∪ J ′l+1 ∈ I and %J′l+1(Sl) ≤ %Jl+1(Sl). By definition, |O| = K and
Sl = kl = K −m. Using the augmentation property, there exists one element
oi1 ∈ O \ Sl such that Sl ∪ {oi1} ∈ I. Consider Sl ∪ {oi1} and O. Using the
augmentation property again, there exists one element oi2 ∈ O \ Sl \ {oi1}
such that Sl ∪ {oi1 , oi2} ∈ I. Using the augmentation property (m− 2) more
times, we have that there exists J ′l+1 = {oi1 , . . . , oim} ⊆ O \ Sl such that
Sl ∪ J ′l+1 ∈ I. By the k-batch greedy strategy, we have %J′l+1(Sl) ≤ %Jl+1(Sl).
If Jl+1 ⊆ O, we can set J ′l+1 = Jl+1.
Then similar to the proof in [20], we will prove statement a by backward
induction on i for i = l, l − 1, . . . , 1. Assume that J ′i satisfies the inequality
%J′i (S
i−1) ≤ %Ji(Si−1) for i > j, and let Oj = O \
⋃
i>j J
′
i . Consider the sets
Sj−1 and Oj . By definition, |Sj−1| = (j − 1)k and |Oj | = jk. Using the aug-
mentation property, we have that there exists one element oj1 ∈ Oj \ Sj−1
such that Sj−1∪{oj1} ∈ I. Next consider Sj−1∪{oj1} and Oj . Using the aug-
mentation property again, there exists one element oj2 ∈ Oj \ Sj−1 \ {oj1}
such that Sj−1 ∪ {oj1 , oj2} ∈ I. Similar to the process above, using the
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augmentation property (k − 2) more times, finally we have that there exists
J ′j = {oj1 , . . . , ojk} ⊆ Oj \Sj−1 such that Sj−1∪J ′j ∈ I. By the k-batch greedy
strategy, we have that %J′j (S
j−1) ≤ %Jj (Sj−1). Furthermore, if Jj ⊆ Oj , we
can set J ′j = Jj . This completes the proof of statement a.
Now we prove statement b by contradiction. Consider the negation of state-
ment b, i.e., if J ′i ⊆ O \ Sl for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, then Ji ⊆ O. By the argument in
the second paragraph of the proof of statement a, we have that if Ji ⊆ O for
1 ≤ i ≤ l, then Ji = J ′i . By the assumption that J ′i ⊆ O \ Sl for 1 ≤ i ≤ l,
we have Ji ⊆ O \ Sl for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, which contradicts the fact that Ji ⊆ Sl for
1 ≤ i ≤ l. This completes the proof of statement b. uunionsq
The following theorem presents our performance bound in terms of the
total k-batch curvature ck for the k-batch greedy strategy under a general
matroid.
Theorem 3.1 Let (X, I) be a general matroid and f : 2X −→ IR be a poly-
matroid set function. Then, any k-batch greedy solution S satisfies
f(S)
f(O)
≥ 1
1 + ck
. (10)
Proof Let {Pi1 , . . . , Pir} be a partition of O \ Sl satisfying that Pij ⊆ J ′ij for
1 ≤ j ≤ r. The way to find {Pi1 , . . . , Pir} is as follows: first list all of the
actions in O \ Sl, then let Pi be its subset consisting of actions belonging to
J ′i , i.e., Pi = (O \Sl)∩ J ′i . Finally, extract the nonempty sets from {Pi}l+1i=1 as
{Pi1 , . . . , Pir}.
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Recall that Si = ∪ij=1Jj for 1 ≤ i ≤ l as defined in Section 3.1. Then using
Proposition 3.2, with At = Sl and S = O results in
f(O) ≤ ck
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆O∩Sl
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Pi⊆O\Sl
%Pi(S
l)
= ck
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆O∩Sl
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Pi⊆O\Sl
i 6=l+1
%Pi(S
l)
+ %Pl+1(S
l). (11)
By the monotoneity of the set function f and because Pij ⊆ J ′ij for 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
we have
%Pij (S
l) ≤ %J′ij (S
l) (12)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Based on the fact that J ′i ⊆ O for 1 ≤ i ≤ l + 1, and because
Pij ⊆ J ′ij and Pij ⊆ O \ Sl, we have
J ′ij ⊆ O \ Sl. (13)
Combining (11)-(13) results in
f(O) ≤ck
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆O∩Sl
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:J′i⊆O\Sl
i 6=l+1
%J′i (S
l)
+ %J′l+1(S
l). (14)
By submodularity (see inequality (1)), we have
%J′i (S
l) ≤ %J′i (Si−1) (15)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l + 1. By statement a in Lemma 3.1, we have
%J′i (S
i−1) ≤ %Ji(Si−1) (16)
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for 1 ≤ i ≤ l + 1. By combining inequalities (15) and (16), we have
%J′i (S
l) ≤ %Ji(Si−1), (17)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l + 1. Combining inequalities (14) and (17) results in
f(O) ≤ ck
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆O∩Sl
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:J′i⊆O\Sl
i 6=l+1
%Ji(S
i−1)
+ %Jl+1(S
l). (18)
By statement b in Lemma 3.1, and inequality (18), we have
f(O) ≤ ck
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆O∩Sl
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1)
+ %Jl+1(S
l). (19)
Because ∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) ≤ f(Sl),
∑
i:Ji⊆O∩Sl
%Ji(S
i−1) +
∑
i:Ji⊆Sl\O
%Ji(S
i−1) = f(Sl),
and
%Jl+1(S
l) = f(S)− f(Sl),
we can use inequality (19) to write
f(O) ≤ ckf(Sl) + f(Sl) + f(S)− f(Sl) ≤ (ck + 1)f(S),
which implies that f(S)/f(O) ≥ 11+ck . uunionsq
Remark 3.1 For k = 1, the harmonic bound for a general matroid becomes
the bound in Theorem 2.1.
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Remark 3.2 The function g(x) = 1/(1+x) is nonincreasing in x on the interval
]0, 1].
Remark 3.3 The harmonic bound 1/(1 + ck) for the k-batch greedy strategy
holds for any matroid. For the special case of a uniform matroid, we will give
a different (exponential) bound in Theorem 3.2 below. We will also show that
this exponential bound is better than the harmonic bound when k divides the
rank of the uniform matroid K.
In Theorem 3.2 below, we provide an exponential bound for the k-batch
greedy strategy in the case of uniform matroids. The special case when ck = 1
was derived in [20]. Our result here is more general, and the method used in
our proof is different from that of [20]. The new proof here is of particular
interest because the technique here is not akin to that used in the case of
general matroids in Theorem 3.1 and also was not considered in [20]. Before
stating the theorem, we first present a proposition that will be used in proving
Theorem 3.2.
Choose a set J∗ ⊆ X\Sl with |J∗| = k so as to maximize f(Sl∪J∗)−f(Sl).
Write %Jl+1(S
l) = f(Sl+1)− f(Sl) and %J∗(Sl) = f(Sl ∪J∗)− f(Sl). We have
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3 Let f : 2X −→ IR be a submodular set function. Then when
(X, I) is a uniform matroid, we have %Jl+1(Sl) ≥ mk %J∗(Sl).
Proof Let {M1, . . . ,Mr}, where
r =
(
k
m
)
,
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be the collection of all the subsets of J∗ with cardinality m. Then, each element
of J∗ appears in exactly p of these subsets, where
p =
(
k − 1
m− 1
)
.
Using Lemma 2.1 with A = Sl, B = J∗ and B \A = J∗, we have
r∑
i=1
%Mi(S
l) ≥ p%J∗(Sl). (20)
Because |Sl ∪Mi| = kl + m = K, by the definition of the uniform matroid
(X, I), we have Sl ∪Mi ∈ I. By the definition of the k-batch greedy strategy
and the monotoneity of the set function f , we have
%Jl+1(S
l) ≥ %Mi(Sl), (21)
which implies that
r%Jl+1(S
l) ≥
r∑
i=1
%Mi(S
l). (22)
Combining (22) and (20), we have
%Jl+1(S
l) ≥ 1
r
r∑
i=1
%Mi(S
l) ≥ p
r
%J∗(S
l) ≥ m
k
%J∗(S
l),
which implies that %Jl+1(S
l) ≥ mk %J∗(Sl). uunionsq
Remark 3.4 The reason we require (X, I) to be a uniform matroid is that this
result does not necessarily hold for a general matroid, because Sl ∪Mi ∈ I is
not guaranteed for a general matroid, and in consequence inequality (21) does
not necessarily hold.
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Theorem 3.2 Let (X, I) be a uniform matroid and f : 2X −→ IR be a poly-
matroid set function. Then, any k-batch greedy solution S satisfies
f(S)
f(O)
≥ 1
ck
(
1−
(
1− ck
l + 1
m
k
)(
1− ck
l + 1
)l)
. (23)
Proof Recall again that Ji is the set selected at stage i by the k-batch greedy
strategy, Si = ∪ij=1Jj for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and S0 = ∅ as defined in Section 3.1. Also
recall that we defined J∗ as the set that maximizes f(Sl ∪ J∗) − f(Sl) with
J∗ ⊆ X \ Sl and |J∗| = k.
Let {Pi,1, . . . , Pi,ri} be a partition of O \ Si satisfying Pi,j ⊆ J ′i,j for
1 ≤ j ≤ ri. Finding {Pi,1, . . . , Pi,ri} for each i is similar to finding {Pi1 , . . . , Pir}
which was given in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Letting B = O and A = Si
(0 ≤ i ≤ l) in Proposition 3.1, we have
f(O ∪ Si) ≤ f(Si) +
∑
j:Pi,j⊆O\Si
%Pi,j (S
i). (24)
By the monotoneity of the set function f and because Pi,j ⊆ J ′i,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ ri,
we have
%Pi,j (S
i) ≤ %J′i,j (Si). (25)
Based on the fact that J ′i,j ⊆ O and because Pi,j ⊆ O \ Si and Pi,j ⊆ J ′i,j , we
have
J ′i,j ⊆ O \ Si. (26)
Combining (24)-(26) results in
f(O ∪ Si) ≤ f(Si) +
∑
j:J′i,j⊆O\Si
%J′i,j (S
i). (27)
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For 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, we have |Si ∪ J ′i,j | ≤ K, which implies that Si ∪ J ′i,j ∈ I
always holds. So for any given i (0 ≤ i ≤ l−1), by the definition of the k-batch
greedy strategy, we have
%J′i,j (S
i) ≤ %Ji+1(Si) (28)
for any J ′i,j ⊆ O \Si. Now consider i = l. For any J ′l,j ⊆ O \Sl with |J ′l,j | = k,
by the definition of J∗ before Proposition 3.3, we have
%J′l,j (S
l) ≤ %J∗(Sl).
By the definition of J∗ and the monotoneity of the set function f , we have
%J′l+1(S
l) ≤ %J∗(Sl).
Combining the two inequalities above, we have for any J ′l,j ⊆ O \ Sl,
%J′l,j (S
l) ≤ %J∗(Sl). (29)
By inequalities (28) and (29), for any given i (0 ≤ i ≤ l), we have
%J′i,j (S
i) ≤ %Li+1(Si) (30)
for any J ′i,j ⊆ O \ Si, where
Li+1 =

Ji+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1,
J∗, i = l.
By inequalities (27) and (30), we have
f(O ∪ Si) ≤ f(Si) +
∑
j:J′i,j⊆O\Si
%Li+1(S
i),
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which implies that
f(O ∪ Si) ≤ f(Si) + (l + 1)%Li+1(Si). (31)
Setting i = 0 in inequality (31), recalling that S0 = ∅, and because S1 = J1
by definition, we have
f(S1) ≥ 1
l + 1
f(O). (32)
For 1 ≤ i ≤ l, we write
f(O ∪ Si)− f(O)
f(Si)
=
i−1∑
j=0
f(O ∪ Sj ∪ Jj+1)− f(O ∪ Sj)
i−1∑
j=0
f(Sj ∪ Jj+1)− f(Sj)
. (33)
By submodularity (see (1)), we have
f(O ∪ Sj ∪ Jj+1)− f(O ∪ Sj) ≥ f(X)− f(X \ Jj+1) (34)
and
f(Sj ∪ Jj+1)− f(Sj) ≤ f(Jj+1)− f(∅) (35)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1. By the definition of the total k-batch curvature, we have
f(X)− f(X \ Jj+1)
f(Jj+1)− f(∅) ≥ 1− ck (36)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1. Combining inequalities (33)-(35) results in
f(O ∪ Si)− f(O)
f(Si)
≥
i−1∑
j=0
f(X)− f(X \ Jj+1)
i−1∑
j=0
f(Jj+1)− f(∅)
≥ 1− ck.
This in turn implies that
f(O) + (1− ck)f(Si) ≤ f(O ∪ Si).
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Combining the above inequality and (31), we have
f(Si ∪ Li+1) ≥ 1
l + 1
f(O) +
(
1− ck
l + 1
)
f(Si) (37)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. By inequality (32) and successive application of inequality (37)
for i = 1, . . . , l, we have
f(Sl) ≥ 1
l + 1
f(O) +
(
1− ck
l + 1
)
f(Sl−1)
≥ 1
l + 1
f(O)
l−1∑
i=0
(
1− ck
l + 1
)i
=
1
ck
(
1−
(
1− ck
l + 1
)l)
f(O), (38)
and
f(Sl ∪ J∗) ≥ 1
l + 1
f(O) +
(
1− ck
l + 1
)
f(Sl)
≥ 1
l + 1
f(O)
l∑
i=0
(
1− ck
l + 1
)i
≥ 1
ck
(
1−
(
1− ck
l + 1
)l+1)
f(O). (39)
Using Proposition 3.3 and combining inequalities (38) and (39), we have
f(S) ≥ m
k
f(Sl ∪ J∗) +
(
1− m
k
)
f(Sl)
≥ m
k
1
ck
(
1−
(
1− ck
l + 1
)l+1)
f(O)+
(
1− m
k
) 1
ck
(
1−
(
1− ck
l + 1
)l)
f(O)
=
1
ck
(
1−
(
1− ck
l + 1
m
k
)(
1− ck
l + 1
)l)
f(O),
which implies (23). uunionsq
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Remark 3.5 For k = 1, the exponential bound for a uniform matroid becomes
the bound in Theorem 2.2.
Remark 3.6 The exponential bound for a uniform matroid becomes
1− (1− 1
l + 1
m
k
)(1− 1
l + 1
)l
for ck = 1, which is the bound in [20].
Remark 3.7 When m = k, i.e., when k divides the cardinality K, the expo-
nential bound for a uniform matroid becomes 1ck (1 − (1 − ckl+1 )l+1), which is
the bound in [26].
Remark 3.8 Let g(x, y) = 1x
(
1− (1− xy )y
)
. The function g(x, y) is nonin-
creasing in x on the interval ]0, 1] for any positive integer y. Also, g(x, y) is
nonincreasing in y when x is a constant on the interval ]0, 1].
Remark 3.9 Even if the total curvature ck is monotone in k, the exponential
bound for a uniform matroid is not necessarily monotone. But under the con-
dition that k divides K, it is monotone. To be specific, if k divides K, then
K = k(l+ 1) for some positive integer l. Thus, as k increases, l+ 1 decreases,
and if ck decreases, then, we have that
1
ck
(1 − (1 − ckl+1 )l+1) is nondecreasing
in k based on the previous remark.
Remark 3.10 When m = k, the exponential bound is tight, as shown in [20].
Moreover, for this case, the exponential bound 1ck (1 − (1 − ckl+1 mk )(1 − ckl+1 )l)
is better than the harmonic bound 1/(1 + ck) because
(1− (1− ck
l + 1
)l+1)/ck ≥ (1− e−ck)/ck ≥ 1/(1 + ck).
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However, if k does not divide K, the exponential bound might be worse than
the harmonic bound. For example, when K = 100, k = 80, and ck = 0.6, the
exponential bound is 0.5875, which is worse than the harmonic bound 0.6250.
Remark 3.11 The monotoneity of 1/(1 + ck) implies that the k-batch greedy
strategy has a better harmonic bound than the 1-batch greedy strategy if
ck ≤ c. The monotoneity of 1ck (1 − (1 − ckl+1 )l+1) implies that the k-batch (k
divides K) greedy strategy has a better exponential bound than the 1-batch
greedy strategy if ck ≤ c.
The following theorem establishes that indeed ck ≤ c.
Theorem 3.3 Let f : 2X −→ IR be a polymatroid set function with total
curvature c and total k-batch curvatures {ck}Kk=1. Then, ck ≤ c for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
Proof By the definition of the total k-batch curvature ck, we have
ck = max
I∈Xˆ
{
1− %J(X \ I)
%I(∅)
}
= 1−min
I∈Xˆ

k∑
j=1
%ij (X \ Ij)
k∑
j=1
%ij (Ij−1)
 ,
where I = {i1, . . . , ik} and Ij = {i1, . . . , ij} for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
By submodularity (see (1)), we have
%ij (X \ Ij) ≥ %ij (X \ {ij}) and %ij (Ij−1) ≤ %ij (∅)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, which imply that
k∑
j=1
%ij (X \ Ij)
k∑
j=1
%ij (Ij−1)
≥
k∑
j=1
%ij (X \ {ij})
k∑
j=1
%ij (∅)
.
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Therefore, we have
ck ≤ 1− min
Ik∈Xˆ

k∑
j=1
%ij (X \ {ij})
k∑
j=1
%ij (∅)
 . (40)
By the definition of c and the fact that f is a polymatroid set function, we
have %ij (X \ {ij}) ≥ (1 − c)%ij (∅) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Combining this inequality
and (40), we have ck ≤ 1− (1− c) = c. uunionsq
One would expect the following generalization of Theorem 3.3 to hold:
if k2 ≥ k1, then ck2 ≤ ck1 . In the case of general matroid constraints, this
conclusion implies that the bound is nondecreasing in k. In the case of uniform
matroid constraints, monotoneity of the bound holds under the condition that
k divides K. We now state and prove the following theorem on the monotoneity
of ck, using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 (Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 in [31]).
Theorem 3.4 Let f : 2X −→ IR be a polymatroid set function with k-batch
curvatures {ck}Kk=1. Then, ck2 ≤ ck1 whenever k2 ≥ k1.
Proof Let J ⊆ X be a set with cardinality k2 satisfying f(J) > 0. Let
{M1, . . . ,Ms} be the collection of all the subsets of J with cardinality k1
(k1 ≤ k2), where
s =
(
k2
k1
)
.
Then, each element of J appears in exactly q of the subsets {M1, . . . ,Ms},
where
q =
(
k2 − 1
k1 − 1
)
.
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Using Lemma 2.2 with A = X, A′ = X \ J , and A \A′ = J , we have
s∑
i=1
%Mi(X \Mi) ≤ q%J(X \ J),
which implies that
%J(X \ J) ≥ 1
q
s∑
i=1
%Mi(X \Mi). (41)
Based on the fact that {M1, . . . ,Ms} is the collection of all the subsets of J
with cardinality k1 and that each element of J appears in exactly q of these
subsets, using Lemma 2.1 with B = J and A = ∅, we have
s∑
i=1
%Mi(∅) ≥ q%J(∅),
which implies that
%J(∅) ≤ 1
q
s∑
i=1
%Mi(∅). (42)
Combining inequalities (41) and (42) results in
%J(X \ J)
%J(∅) ≥
1
q
s∑
i=1
%Mi(X \Mi)
1
q
s∑
i=1
%Mi(∅)
=
s∑
i=1
%Mi(X \Mi)
s∑
i=1
%Mi(∅)
. (43)
Recall the definition of the total k-batch curvature ck in (3). Because |Mi| = k1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and f is a polymatroid set function, we have
%Mi(X \Mi) ≥ (1− ck1)%Mi(∅) (44)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Combining inequalities (43) and (44) results in
%J(X \ J)
%J(∅) ≥
(1− ck1)
s∑
i=1
%Mi(∅)
s∑
i=1
%Mi(∅)
= 1− ck1 . (45)
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By (3), ck2 can be written as
ck2 = 1− min
J∈Xˆ
{
%J(X \ J)
%J(∅)
}
. (46)
By (45) and (46), we have ck2 ≤ 1− (1− ck1) = ck1 . uunionsq
Remark 3.12 When k1 = 1 and k2 = k, Theorem 3.4 reduces to Theorem 3.3.
However, the proof of Theorem 3.3 can be used only to prove the case when
k1 divides k2 in Theorem 3.4. This is why we have chosen to separate the two
theorems.
4 Examples
In this section, we consider a task scheduling problem and an adaptive sensing
problem to illustrate our results. Specially, we demonstrate that the total
curvature ck decreases in k and the performance bound for a uniform matroid
increases in k under the condition that k divides K.
4.1 Task Scheduling
As a canonical example for problem (2), we consider the task scheduling prob-
lem posed in [1], which was also analyzed in [32] and [33]. In this problem,
there are n subtasks and a set X of N agents. At each stage, a subtask i
is assigned to an agent a, who accomplishes the task with probability pi(a).
Let Xi({a1, a2, . . . , ak}) denote the Bernoulli random variable that signifies
whether or not subtask i has been accomplished after performing the set
of agents {a1, a2, . . . , ak} over k stages. Then 1n
∑n
i=1Xi({a1, a2, . . . , ak}) is
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the fraction of subtasks accomplished after k stages by employing agents
{a1, a2, . . . , ak}. The objective function f for this problem is the expected
value of this fraction, which can be written as
f({a1, . . . , ak}) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
1− k∏
j=1
(1− pi(aj))
 .
Assume that pi(a) > 0 for any a ∈ X. Then it is easy to check that f is nonde-
creasing. Therefore, when I = {S ⊆ X : |S| ≤ K}, this problem has an optimal
solution of length K. Also, it is easy to check that f has the diminishing-return
property and f(∅) = 0. Thus, f is a polymatroid set function.
For convenience, we only consider the special case n = 1; our analysis can
be generalized to any n ≥ 2. For n = 1, we have
f({a1, . . . , ak}) = 1−
k∏
j=1
(1− p(aj)) ,
where p(·) = p1(·).
Let us order the elements of X as a[1], a[2], . . . , a[N ] such that
0 < p(a[1]) ≤ p(a[2]) ≤ . . . ≤ p(a[N ]) ≤ 1.
Then by the definition of the total curvature ck, we have
ck = max
i1,...,ik∈X
{
1− f(X)− f(X \ {i1, . . . , ik})
f({i1, . . . , ik})− f(∅)
}
= 1−
N∏
l=k+1
(1− p(a[l])).
To numerically evaluate the relevant quantities here, we randomly gener-
ate a set of {p(ai)}30i=1. In Figure 1, we consider K = 20, and batch sizes
k = 1, 2, . . . , 10. From the expression of ck, we can see that ck is nonincreasing
in k, but when N is large, ck is close to 1 for each k. Figure 1 shows that the
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exponential bound for k = 3, 6, 8, 9 is worse than that for k = 1, 2, which illus-
trates our earlier remark that the exponential bound for the uniform matroid
case is not necessarily e in k even though ck is monotone in k. Figure 1 also
shows that the exponential bound 1ck (1− (1− ckl+1 mk )(1− ckl+1 )l coincides with
1
ck
(1 − (1 − ckl+1 )l+1) for k = 1, 2, 4, 5, 10 and it is nondecreasing in k, which
illustrates our remark that the exponential bound is nondecreasing in k under
the condition that k divides K.
k
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Fig. 1 Task scheduling example
Owing to the nature of the total curvature for this example, it is not easy
to see that ck is nonincreasing in k (all ck values here are very close to 1).
The next example will illustrate that the total curvature does decrease in k
and again demonstrate our claim that the exponential bound for the uniform
matroid case is not necessarily monotone in k but it is monotone in k under
the condition that k divides K.
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4.2 Adaptive Sensing
As our second example application, we consider the adaptive sensing design
problem posed in [16] and [32]. Consider a signal of interest x ∈ IR2 with nor-
mal prior distribution N (0, I), where I is the 2×2 identity matrix; our analysis
easily generalizes to dimensions larger than 2. Let B = {Diag(√b,√1− b) :
b ∈ {b1, . . . , bN}}, where bi ∈ [0.5, 1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . At each stage i, we make
a measurement yi of the form
yi = Bix+ wi,
where Bi ∈ B and wi represents i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise with mean
zero and covariance σ2I, independent of x.
The objective function f for this problem is the information gain, which
can be written as
f({B1, . . . , Bk}) = H0 −Hk.
Here, H0 =
N
2 log(2pie) is the entropy of the prior distribution of x and Hk is
the entropy of the posterior distribution of x given {yi}ki=1; that is,
Hk =
1
2
log det(Pk) +
N
2
log(2pie),
where
Pk =
(
P−1k−1 +
1
σ2
BTk Bk
)−1
is the posterior covariance of x given {yi}ki=1 [16].
The objective is to choose a set of measurement matrices {B∗i }Ki=1, B∗i ∈ B,
to maximize the information gain f({B1, . . . , BK}) = H0 −HK . It is easy to
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check that f is nondecreasing, submodular, and f(∅) = 0; i.e., f is a polyma-
troid set function.
For convenience, let σ = 1. Then, we have
ck = max
Jk⊆X,|Jk|=k
{
1− f(X)− f(X \ Jk)
f(Jk)
}
= max
Jk⊆X,|Jk|=k
1−
log(st)− log
(
s− ∑
i:ei∈Jk
ei
)(
t− ∑
i:ei∈Jk
(1− ei)
)
log
(
1 +
∑
i:ei∈Jk
ei
)(
1 +
∑
i:ei∈Jk
(1− ei)
)
 ,
where X = {B1, . . . , BN}, s = 1 +
∑N
i=1 ei, and t = 1 +
∑N
i=1(1− ei).
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Fig. 2 Adaptive sensing example
To numerically evaluate the relevant quantities here, we randomly generate
a set of {ei}30i=1. We first still consider K = 20 for k = 1, . . . , 10 in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that the total curvature decreases in k, while the exponential
bound for the uniform matroid case only increases for k = 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10 and
the bound for k = 3, 6, 8, 9 is worse than that for k = 1, 2. This illustrates
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that the exponential bound for the uniform matroid case is not necessarily
monotone in k.
Next, we consider K = 24 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows
that the curvature decreases in k and the exponential bound increases in k
since k divides K for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, which again demonstrates our claim
that ck decreases in k and the exponential bound increases in k under the
condition that k divides K.
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Fig. 3 Adaptive sensing example
5 Perspectives and Open Problems
As defined, the total batched curvature depends on values of the objective
function f outside the constraint matroid I. This raises two issues. First,
the optimization problem (2) makes sense even if the objective function f is
defined only on I; the values of f outside of I are irrelevant. Yet, if f is only
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defined on I, the total batched curvature is ill defined, which implies that the
performance bounds we derived in this paper do not apply to the case when
the objective function is defined only on I. This suggests that a different
definition of total batched curvature is possible. Second, even if f were defined
on the entire 2X , in which case the total batched curvature is well defined, it
still remains that the values of f outside of I are irrelevant to problem (2).
This in turn suggests that they should also be irrelevant to the performance
of greedy strategies. These reasons motivate a reformulation of the notion of
total curvature that depends only on values of f inside I and an investigation
of the performance bounds in terms of the new curvature, and is part of our
ongoing work.
A related problem setting in one where the argument of the objective func-
tion is not a set but an ordered tuple, called a string. The performance of the
1-batch greedy strategy for string optimization problem has been investigated
in [1,32]; however, the performance of the general k-batch greedy strategy for
string optimization has not been investigated so far. As was the case in this
paper, lifting does not work in the string setting. Moreover, batching in string
submodular functions does not preserve submodularity in general. This makes
analyzing the k-batch greedy strategy for string problems more challenging
than for set problems, and remains open to date.
Another related problem arises in game theory. It turns out that simi-
lar techniques can be used to bound the performance of Nash equilibria in
noncooperative games. The connection to the game setting is easy to imag-
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ine by associating our objective function with a social utility function, greedy
strategies with Nash equilibria, and batching with cooperation of subgroups in
games. In the game setting, the bounds are typically smaller (e.g., 1/2 instead
of 1− e−1), reflecting the price of anarchy. However, similar to the result that
batching often results in improved bounds, in the game setting it might be
possible to show that cooperation of subgroups results in improved bounds.
This is part of our ongoing work.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed bounds on the performance of the batched greedy
strategy relative to the optimal strategy in terms of a parameter called the
total batched curvature. We showed that when the objective function is a poly-
matroid set function, the batched greedy strategy satisfies a harmonic bound
for a general matroid constraint and an exponential bound for a uniform ma-
troid constraint, both in terms of the total batched curvature. We also studied
the behavior of the bounds as functions of the batch size. Specifically, we
proved that the harmonic bound for a general matroid is nondecreasing in the
batch size and the exponential bound for a uniform matroid is nondecreasing
in the batch size under the condition that the batch size divides the rank of
the uniform matroid. Finally, we illustrated our results by considering a task
scheduling problem and an adaptive sensing problem.
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A Discussion on Matroid Preservation
Suppose that (X, I) is a uniform matroid. In this appendix, we will provide an example to
prove that the collection of subsets of X of size k satisfying the constraint I (i.e., actions in
the k-batch greedy strategy) is not in general a matroid. This shows that lifting does not
work; i.e., it is not in general possible to appeal to bounds for the 1-batch greedy strategy
to derive bounds for the k-batch greedy strategy. For convenience, we assume that k divides
the uniform matroid rank K.
Recall that for a matroid (X, I), we have the following two properties:
i. For all B ∈ I, any set A ⊆ B is also in I.
ii. For any A,B ∈ I, if |B| > |A|, then there exists j ∈ B \A such that A ∪ {j} ∈ I.
To apply lifting, first fix k. We will define a pair (Y,J ) such that Y is the “ground set”
of all k-element subsets of X: Y = {y : y = {a1, . . . , ak}, k is given, and ai ∈ X}. Next,
J is the set of all subsets of Y such that their elements are disjoint and the union of their
elements lies in I. The following example shows that (Y,J ) constructed this way is not in
general a matroid.
Example A.1 Fix k = 2. Let X = {a, b, c, d}, and I be the power set of X (a special case of a
uniform matroid, with rank K = 4). We have Y = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c}, {b, d}, {c, d}}.
Let J be as defined above.
We will now prove that (Y,J ) does not satisfy property ii above. To see this, consider
A = {{a, b}} ∈ J and B = {{a, c}, {b, d}} ∈ J . We have |A| = 1 and |B| = 2. Notice
that {a, b} ∩ {a, c} 6= ∅ and {a, b} ∩ {b, d} 6= ∅. So, in this case clearly there does not exist
j ∈ B \A such that A ∪ {j} ∈ J . Hence, property ii fails and (Y,J ) is not a matroid.
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B Comparing Different k-Batch Greedy Strategies
It is tempting to think that the k-batch (k ≥ 2) greedy strategy always outperforms the
1-batch greedy strategy. In fact, this is false. To show this, we will provide two examples
based on the maximum K-coverage problem, which was considered in [27] to demonstrate
via Monte Carlo simulations that the 1-batch greedy strategy can perform better than the
2-batch greedy strategy. The maximum K-coverage problem is to select at most K sets from
a collection of sets such that the union of the selected sets has the maximum number of
elements. Example B.1 below is to choose at most 3 sets from a collection of 5 sets, and
Example B.2 is to choose at most 4 sets from a collection of 6 sets. In contrast to [27], our
examples are not based on simulation, but are analytical counterexamples.
Example B.1 Fix K = 3 and let the sets to be selected be S1 = {a, f}, S2 = {f},
S3 = {a, b, g}, S4 = {c, f, g}, and S5 = {e, g, h}.
For the 1-batch greedy strategy, one solution is {S3, S4, S5}, and the union of the selected
sets is S3 ∪ S4 ∪ S5 = {a, b, c, e, f, g, h}. For the 2-batch greedy strategy, one solution is
{S1, S5, S3}, and the union of the selected sets is S1 ∪ S5 ∪ S3 = {a, b, e, f, g, h}. It is easy
to see that |S3 ∪ S4 ∪ S5| = 7 > |S1 ∪ S5 ∪ S3| = 6.
Example B.2 Fix K = 4 and let the sets to be selected be S1 = {h, i, j}, S2 = {b, e, i, j},
S3 = {c, d, e, h}, S4 = {b, d, f, h, i}, S5 = {a, h, i, j}, and S6 = {c, g, i}.
For the 1-batch greedy strategy, one solution is {S4, S2, S6, S5}, and the union of the selected
sets is S4 ∪ S2 ∪ S6 ∪ S5 = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j}. For the 2-batch greedy strategy, one
solution is {S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4 ∪ S5}, and the union of the selected sets is S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4 ∪ S5 =
{a, b, c, d, e, f, h, i, j}. It is easy to see that |S4∪S2∪S6∪S5| = 10 > |S2∪S3∪S4∪S5| = 9.
For the two examples above, it is easy to check that their 1-batch and 2-batch greedy
solutions are not unique. For Example B.1, the 1-batch greedy solution {S3, S4, S5} is also
one solution of the 2-batch greedy strategy. If we choose {S3, S4, S5} instead of {S1, S5, S3}
as the solution of the 2-batch greedy strategy, then the 1-batch greedy strategy has the
same performance as the 2-batch greedy strategy in this case. For Example B.2, the 1-batch
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greedy solution {S4, S2, S6, S5} is also one solution of the 2-batch greedy strategy. So we can
say that for the k-batch greedy strategy, its solution is not unique. However, our harmonic
bound under general matroid constraints and exponential bound under uniform matroid
constraints are both universal, which means that the harmonic bound holds for any k-batch
greedy solution under general matroid constraints and the exponential bound holds for any
k-batch greedy solution under uniform matroid constraints.
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